Clinical utility of electrodiagnostic studies in the inpatient setting.
Although nerve conduction studies/electromyograms are often requested to evaluate hospitalized patients (inpatients) with suspected neuromuscular diseases, their clinical utility has not been studied. They can be technically challenging, especially in intensive care units. We studied the contribution of inpatient electromyograms (IP-EMGs) to the management of patients with suspected neuromuscular disorders. A total of 103 IP-EMGs in 98 patients were analyzed. IP-EMGs confirmed the clinical diagnosis in 53.3% and provided a new, clinically relevant diagnosis in 12.6%. IP-EMGs revealed only an incidental diagnosis in 14.5%, were inconclusive in 16.5%, and were normal in 3%. In over a quarter of patients, IP-EMGs assisted in planning further diagnostic evaluation or treatment. Although IP-EMGs most often only confirm already suspected diagnoses, in a substantial minority of patients they lead to the identification of clinically unsuspected, significant diagnoses that alter subsequent clinical care. Muscle Nerve 40: 195-199, 2009.